Partial Flow Diagram 1

- Do you like the outdoors?
  - YES
    - Do you like to run?
      - YES
        - You were a horse!
      - NO
        - You were a turtle!
  - NO
    - NOT DONE

Partial Flow Diagram 2

- Do you like the outdoors?
  - YES
    - Do you like to run?
      - YES
        - You were a horse!
      - NO
        - You were a turtle!
  - NO
    - Do you like cheese?
      - YES
        - You were a mouse!
      - NO
        - NOT DONE

Full Flow Diagram

- Do you like the outdoors?
  - YES
    - Do you like to run?
      - YES
        - You were a horse!
      - NO
        - You were a turtle!
  - NO
    - Do you like cheese?
      - YES
        - You were a mouse!
      - NO
        - Do you like to swim?
          - YES
            - You were a fish!
          - NO
            - You were a cat!